Please hand in ... but don’t sign your name

Study hours per week for this course so far (please circle one)

- 0 – 2
- 3 – 5
- 6 – 8
- 9 – 11
- 12 – 14
- 15+

How often do you attend lectures? (please circle one)

- Rarely
- Some
- Most

How often do you attend sections? (please circle one)

- Rarely
- Some
- Most

Please circle the response you most agree with

- I cover material too quickly right speed too slowly
- The level of detail presented is too little just right too much
- The material presented is too advanced right level too elementary
- Are you embarrassed to ask questions yes somewhat no
- I direct my teaching to a select few majority the entire class
- I am approachable outside of class for help no somewhat yes
- Homework grading is inconsistent adequate helpful
- Textbook is unhelpful a good reference essential
Please add any comments that might be helpful for the rest of the quarter. E.g. what do you like and would like to see continue? What might be done better?